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TweetDarmstadt, 28 November 2019

By traveling we gain unique experiences and broaden our horizons. This also
applies to children, because they love to discover new places. That's why many
Green Pearls® partner hotels have special offers for families – everyone feels at
home here!

Adventures in the Peruvian rainforest

A long-distance trip with kids? When the whole family feels as welcome as in
the Inkaterra hotels in Peru, why not! In addition to cots and highchairs, there is
also a "nanny service" for children from the age of four: experienced staff take
care of the little ones – including games, lemonade or milk, and cookies.
Children from the age of four can also experience adventures in the rainforest as
researchers: they can accompany a guide, go on a treasure hunt, discover
nature around the Machu Picchu or learn a lot about Peru's only bear species,
the Andean bear.

A family holiday at the Baltic Sea

In the organic family hotel Gut Nisdorf children are not only welcome but also
encouraged! Here everything revolves around families and how they can spend
an enjoyable and relaxing time together. There are play areas on every floor and
a large playroom next to the dining room, an organic buffet where children of all
ages can find their favorite food, and a large garden with playground and natural
swimming pond. And this is exactly what the family hotel is all about: Parents
finally don't have to think about anything, they can choose to cook in the
sustainably renovated, spacious apartments, but thanks to the hotel service
they don't have to. Couples also have the chance to spend some quality time
together while the little ones are busy having fun at the childcare.

Relaxing under the sign of the bees

In the Hotel Rinner on the Ritten, everyone really feels at home in the family-
friendly rooms. Whether summer or winter, no one will ever be bored, thanks to
a visit to the organic beekeeping, a ride on the Rittner train or cable car,
swimming in the Wolfsgrubener See or skiing and tobogganing! While parents
sunbathe comfortably or finally are able to settle in and enjoy a book again, the
children play in the large meadow with playground and trampoline.

The Api-Wellness treatment in the Hotel Rinner is particularly beneficial for
children: an inhalation device gently sucks in the air from the beehive and
guides it through a heated tube over a fine-meshed grid to the inhalation mask
– without disturbing the busy animals. You and your children can relax and
breathe in the healing air of the bees and the little ones will certainly find it
exciting to watch all the activity in their beehive.

Vacations in the Maldives

The Maldives are not only a great destination for honeymooners, but also for a
trip with the whole family! The large villas of the Reethi Faru Resort offer privacy
and even arrival by seaplane or speedboat is a special highlight for children. The
house reef is only a few meters away from the detached villas – here, families can
experience the coral conservation project and environmental protection
practices first-hand.

Gili Lankanfushi is also located on the Maldives and the motto "No News, No
Shoes" applies to everyone. Leave your worries at home, and settle into in the
family villa, where no wishes are left unanswered: Large bedrooms and living
rooms, a private bathing area surrounded by the crystal-clear ocean, a private
sun deck and the private wellness area are just waiting to be discovered by
guests of all ages.

Hiking holidays that inspire everyone

The Northern Black Forest is a fantastic region to experience, and around the
SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA hiking enthusiast families (or those who want to
become one) get their money's worth! Think hiking is boring? Think again! On
the adventure trails in Bad Herrenalb, you can experience animals and the
natural environment with all of your senses. Older children can also take part in
an adventure scavenger hunt with geocaching or try their hand at gold
panning. Bad Herrenalb also has numerous playgrounds, a thermal spa and in
winter even husky sleigh rides are possible. The fully equipped apartments of
the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA offer enough space for the whole family.
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By traveling we gain unique experiences and broaden our horizons. This also
applies to children, because they love to discover new places. That's why many
Green Pearls® partner hotels have special offers for families – everyone feels at
home here!

Adventures in the Peruvian rainforest

A long-distance trip with kids? When the whole family feels as welcome as in
the Inkaterra hotels in Peru, why not! In addition to cots and highchairs, there is
also a "nanny service" for children from the age of four: experienced staff take
care of the little ones – including games, lemonade or milk, and cookies.
Children from the age of four can also experience adventures in the rainforest as
researchers: they can accompany a guide, go on a treasure hunt, discover
nature around the Machu Picchu or learn a lot about Peru's only bear species,
the Andean bear.

A family holiday at the Baltic Sea

In the organic family hotel Gut Nisdorf children are not only welcome but also
encouraged! Here everything revolves around families and how they can spend
an enjoyable and relaxing time together. There are play areas on every floor and
a large playroom next to the dining room, an organic buffet where children of all
ages can find their favorite food, and a large garden with playground and natural
swimming pond. And this is exactly what the family hotel is all about: Parents
finally don't have to think about anything, they can choose to cook in the
sustainably renovated, spacious apartments, but thanks to the hotel service
they don't have to. Couples also have the chance to spend some quality time
together while the little ones are busy having fun at the childcare.

Relaxing under the sign of the bees

In the Hotel Rinner on the Ritten, everyone really feels at home in the family-
friendly rooms. Whether summer or winter, no one will ever be bored, thanks to
a visit to the organic beekeeping, a ride on the Rittner train or cable car,
swimming in the Wolfsgrubener See or skiing and tobogganing! While parents
sunbathe comfortably or finally are able to settle in and enjoy a book again, the
children play in the large meadow with playground and trampoline.

The Api-Wellness treatment in the Hotel Rinner is particularly beneficial for
children: an inhalation device gently sucks in the air from the beehive and
guides it through a heated tube over a fine-meshed grid to the inhalation mask
– without disturbing the busy animals. You and your children can relax and
breathe in the healing air of the bees and the little ones will certainly find it
exciting to watch all the activity in their beehive.

Vacations in the Maldives

The Maldives are not only a great destination for honeymooners, but also for a
trip with the whole family! The large villas of the Reethi Faru Resort offer privacy
and even arrival by seaplane or speedboat is a special highlight for children. The
house reef is only a few meters away from the detached villas – here, families can
experience the coral conservation project and environmental protection
practices first-hand.

Gili Lankanfushi is also located on the Maldives and the motto "No News, No
Shoes" applies to everyone. Leave your worries at home, and settle into in the
family villa, where no wishes are left unanswered: Large bedrooms and living
rooms, a private bathing area surrounded by the crystal-clear ocean, a private
sun deck and the private wellness area are just waiting to be discovered by
guests of all ages.

Hiking holidays that inspire everyone

The Northern Black Forest is a fantastic region to experience, and around the
SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA hiking enthusiast families (or those who want to
become one) get their money's worth! Think hiking is boring? Think again! On
the adventure trails in Bad Herrenalb, you can experience animals and the
natural environment with all of your senses. Older children can also take part in
an adventure scavenger hunt with geocaching or try their hand at gold
panning. Bad Herrenalb also has numerous playgrounds, a thermal spa and in
winter even husky sleigh rides are possible. The fully equipped apartments of
the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA offer enough space for the whole family.
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By traveling we gain unique experiences and broaden our horizons. This also
applies to children, because they love to discover new places. That's why many
Green Pearls® partner hotels have special offers for families – everyone feels at
home here!

Adventures in the Peruvian rainforest

A long-distance trip with kids? When the whole family feels as welcome as in
the Inkaterra hotels in Peru, why not! In addition to cots and highchairs, there is
also a "nanny service" for children from the age of four: experienced staff take
care of the little ones – including games, lemonade or milk, and cookies.
Children from the age of four can also experience adventures in the rainforest as
researchers: they can accompany a guide, go on a treasure hunt, discover
nature around the Machu Picchu or learn a lot about Peru's only bear species,
the Andean bear.

A family holiday at the Baltic Sea

In the organic family hotel Gut Nisdorf children are not only welcome but also
encouraged! Here everything revolves around families and how they can spend
an enjoyable and relaxing time together. There are play areas on every floor and
a large playroom next to the dining room, an organic buffet where children of all
ages can find their favorite food, and a large garden with playground and natural
swimming pond. And this is exactly what the family hotel is all about: Parents
finally don't have to think about anything, they can choose to cook in the
sustainably renovated, spacious apartments, but thanks to the hotel service
they don't have to. Couples also have the chance to spend some quality time
together while the little ones are busy having fun at the childcare.

Relaxing under the sign of the bees

In the Hotel Rinner on the Ritten, everyone really feels at home in the family-
friendly rooms. Whether summer or winter, no one will ever be bored, thanks to
a visit to the organic beekeeping, a ride on the Rittner train or cable car,
swimming in the Wolfsgrubener See or skiing and tobogganing! While parents
sunbathe comfortably or finally are able to settle in and enjoy a book again, the
children play in the large meadow with playground and trampoline.

The Api-Wellness treatment in the Hotel Rinner is particularly beneficial for
children: an inhalation device gently sucks in the air from the beehive and
guides it through a heated tube over a fine-meshed grid to the inhalation mask
– without disturbing the busy animals. You and your children can relax and
breathe in the healing air of the bees and the little ones will certainly find it
exciting to watch all the activity in their beehive.

Vacations in the Maldives

The Maldives are not only a great destination for honeymooners, but also for a
trip with the whole family! The large villas of the Reethi Faru Resort offer privacy
and even arrival by seaplane or speedboat is a special highlight for children. The
house reef is only a few meters away from the detached villas – here, families can
experience the coral conservation project and environmental protection
practices first-hand.

Gili Lankanfushi is also located on the Maldives and the motto "No News, No
Shoes" applies to everyone. Leave your worries at home, and settle into in the
family villa, where no wishes are left unanswered: Large bedrooms and living
rooms, a private bathing area surrounded by the crystal-clear ocean, a private
sun deck and the private wellness area are just waiting to be discovered by
guests of all ages.

Hiking holidays that inspire everyone

The Northern Black Forest is a fantastic region to experience, and around the
SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA hiking enthusiast families (or those who want to
become one) get their money's worth! Think hiking is boring? Think again! On
the adventure trails in Bad Herrenalb, you can experience animals and the
natural environment with all of your senses. Older children can also take part in
an adventure scavenger hunt with geocaching or try their hand at gold
panning. Bad Herrenalb also has numerous playgrounds, a thermal spa and in
winter even husky sleigh rides are possible. The fully equipped apartments of
the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA offer enough space for the whole family.
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By traveling we gain unique experiences and broaden our horizons. This also
applies to children, because they love to discover new places. That's why many
Green Pearls® partner hotels have special offers for families – everyone feels at
home here!

Adventures in the Peruvian rainforest

A long-distance trip with kids? When the whole family feels as welcome as in
the Inkaterra hotels in Peru, why not! In addition to cots and highchairs, there is
also a "nanny service" for children from the age of four: experienced staff take
care of the little ones – including games, lemonade or milk, and cookies.
Children from the age of four can also experience adventures in the rainforest as
researchers: they can accompany a guide, go on a treasure hunt, discover
nature around the Machu Picchu or learn a lot about Peru's only bear species,
the Andean bear.

A family holiday at the Baltic Sea

In the organic family hotel Gut Nisdorf children are not only welcome but also
encouraged! Here everything revolves around families and how they can spend
an enjoyable and relaxing time together. There are play areas on every floor and
a large playroom next to the dining room, an organic buffet where children of all
ages can find their favorite food, and a large garden with playground and natural
swimming pond. And this is exactly what the family hotel is all about: Parents
finally don't have to think about anything, they can choose to cook in the
sustainably renovated, spacious apartments, but thanks to the hotel service
they don't have to. Couples also have the chance to spend some quality time
together while the little ones are busy having fun at the childcare.

Relaxing under the sign of the bees

In the Hotel Rinner on the Ritten, everyone really feels at home in the family-
friendly rooms. Whether summer or winter, no one will ever be bored, thanks to
a visit to the organic beekeeping, a ride on the Rittner train or cable car,
swimming in the Wolfsgrubener See or skiing and tobogganing! While parents
sunbathe comfortably or finally are able to settle in and enjoy a book again, the
children play in the large meadow with playground and trampoline.

The Api-Wellness treatment in the Hotel Rinner is particularly beneficial for
children: an inhalation device gently sucks in the air from the beehive and
guides it through a heated tube over a fine-meshed grid to the inhalation mask
– without disturbing the busy animals. You and your children can relax and
breathe in the healing air of the bees and the little ones will certainly find it
exciting to watch all the activity in their beehive.

Vacations in the Maldives

The Maldives are not only a great destination for honeymooners, but also for a
trip with the whole family! The large villas of the Reethi Faru Resort offer privacy
and even arrival by seaplane or speedboat is a special highlight for children. The
house reef is only a few meters away from the detached villas – here, families can
experience the coral conservation project and environmental protection
practices first-hand.

Gili Lankanfushi is also located on the Maldives and the motto "No News, No
Shoes" applies to everyone. Leave your worries at home, and settle into in the
family villa, where no wishes are left unanswered: Large bedrooms and living
rooms, a private bathing area surrounded by the crystal-clear ocean, a private
sun deck and the private wellness area are just waiting to be discovered by
guests of all ages.

Hiking holidays that inspire everyone

The Northern Black Forest is a fantastic region to experience, and around the
SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA hiking enthusiast families (or those who want to
become one) get their money's worth! Think hiking is boring? Think again! On
the adventure trails in Bad Herrenalb, you can experience animals and the
natural environment with all of your senses. Older children can also take part in
an adventure scavenger hunt with geocaching or try their hand at gold
panning. Bad Herrenalb also has numerous playgrounds, a thermal spa and in
winter even husky sleigh rides are possible. The fully equipped apartments of
the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA offer enough space for the whole family.
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Have you ever heard of the many hill
tribes living in the North of Thailand?
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